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Foreword 

 

“Art can display. Art can cry out. Art can be political.” This quote from Mary 

Lee Fulkerson, one of the participants in this project, perfectly sums up the 

intention of Lived Experience.  

Lived Experience is a walk through Idlewild Park, where photographic 

images and quotes centering on strength, resilience, and community while 

living with dementia, are on view. All of the portraits and stories on display 

are from persons living with dementia, care partners, and family members.  

When putting together Lived Experience, the mediums were as carefully 

chosen as the portraits and stories. Cyanotypes are an early type of 

photography, invented by John Herschel in the 1840s. Though they are 

used for fine art today, cyanotypes were historically used for copying notes, 

creating prints of plants, and blue prints. Textiles, like cyanotypes, have 

utilitarian roots. As a result of their practical uses, both are considered craft 

art, a sect of art often looked down upon within the elitist fine art world. 

The intent of Lived Experience is to use marginalized art forms as a voice 

and platform for a marginalized community. Craft art is undervalued within 

the elitist fine art world as simple craft, just as persons living with dementia 

are undervalued in contemporary society. Despite this, craft art and people 

living with dementia are both capable of significant contributions to 

society. These parallels make cyanotypes on textiles the perfect medium for 

Lived Experience. 

I hope that when walking through Lived Experience in Idlewild Park, viewers 

are reminded that those living with dementia are strong, resilient, and 

significant contributors to the community.  
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Lived Experience: The Exhibition  

Mary Lee Fulkerson 

 

 

Gallery at Promenade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"I think the only way I've changed is to 

be more understanding of other 

people. . . So, I think there is a love that 

comes through much more than it ever 

did before."- Mary Lee Fulkerson 
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Anonymous Photograph 

 

Anonymous Photograph 

 

 

 

Anonymous Photograph 

 

 

 

“She is one of the most social and feisty 

people I know and has the most hilarious 

sense of humor . . . She has not lost her sense 

of humor one bit!" 

"Dementia takes, but it can also give. I 

got to experience my mother’s love in a 

way that made it real. It gave me her 

laughter, and the lightness that was 

within her but had been hidden.” 

"We were lucky because, in many ways, we got to 

know him at a time when he was also his most 

vulnerable, and in many ways, most loving self . . . 

Helping him relive his memories was a beautiful 

experience to share through his dementia." 
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Anonymous Photograph 

Jennifer Carson & Family 

 

 

 

Interiors of a Grand Piano 

 

"Home is the ground you stand on. 

Standing on that ground you can feel 

safe. . . One of my roles is to help 

Roberta stay connected to this place, 

and this place is literally this house, 

but this place is also this community.” 

"My Dad’s dementia has increased, 

and so has our communication. Now 

we talk about everything. I guess it's 

a gift dementia gave us; a deeper 

relationship” –Jennifer Carson 

“The moment I pressed play, he 

swayed and sprung to life, swing 

dancing without a care in the world. 

His smile was radiant. I will never 

forget the echo of the past that was 

still inside this man who would always 

feel that music." 
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Anonymous Photograph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We go out to dinner. I want to go dancing 

pretty soon. . . It's just living, and this is my life, 

and I'm happy with it." 
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Courtyard of a Home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lee & Son, Bob Fulkerson 

 

 

 

Father of Susan Stewart 

 

"The visits we had with Dad are now 

cherished memories of a dear man, 

who worked hard, volunteered for 

many worthwhile organizations and 

loved his family." -Susan Stewart 

"Be present for the moments that 

we have right now, right here." -

Bob 
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Anonymous Photograph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"I get so caught up in thinking about the 

next thing I have to do and I tend to lose 

focus of the moment. Living and enjoying 

the moment is something she teaches me." 
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The Full Stories 

Submitted by Susan Stewart 

My dad, George Stewart, was diagnosed with Alzheimer's after he was 

in a car accident in Las Vegas. My brother and I moved him into a memory 

care facility in Las Vegas for about a year, while our mother was still alive. 

When my brother and I would visit him each month we would enjoy 

hearing the stories of how well-liked Dad was by the residents and staff and 

how lucky he was a Bingo! 

We moved Dad up to Reno in 2013 after Mom died so I could 

oversee his care. He was at stage 4 by then, so we moved him into a 

memory care facility in Sparks. For the next 3 years I would visit Dad almost 

daily and my brother would come over monthly to see him. The visits we 

had with Dad are now cherished memories of a dear man, who worked 

hard, volunteered for many worthwhile organizations and loved his family. 
 

Phone Calls with My Dad, submitted by Jennifer Carson 

My Dad has been living well with dementia for a few years. That is, 

he’s been living well with a diagnosis of dementia for a few years. His 

memory loss started before that, back before we lost my Mom to a sudden 

heart attack. Since then, my Dad has been living alone, surrounded by a 

strong support network of family and friends, including my brother and his 

family, who live less than a mile away. This network is vital to his ability to 

remain at home. He lives in a small town on the Olympic Peninsula in 

Washington State where there are few community-based supports and 

services, so we all do what we can to fill in the gaps. Of my siblings, I live 

the farthest away, which means that most of my support is done over the 

phone or during my visits, which seem to be timed with the seasons. Next 

month, we are driving up to Washington to go camping with my Dad. My 

brother will drive and park my Dad’s trailer in the spot next to our campsite. 

My Dad may not be able to maneuver his fifth-wheel anymore, but he sure 

loves to camp and he can build a fire better than anyone else in the family. 

We’re going to have a fun time. 
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One of the interesting things about my Dad’s dementia is how it has 

improved and deepened our relationship. Don’t get me wrong. My Dad and 

I have always been close, but we never really talked much, other than 

dinnertime conversations which usually fixated on politics ever since I was a 

teenage, burgeoning Democrat in an otherwise Republican family. So, 

mostly, my Dad and I debated. He has always been a gruff, cup-half-empty 

kind of guy, largely thanks to a long career in law enforcement. He saw the 

darker side of life on a daily basis and it shaped the way he sees the world. 

He has always wished that I would wise-up, and I have always wanted to 

give him my rose-colored glasses and a dose of optimism. We never had 

much in common, and as such, besides heated debates, we never really 

talked about life, and certainly not about our personal lives. My go-to 

person was always my Mom, and she was my best friend. My Mom and I 

talked on the phone nearly every day since I moved out after high school. 

Anytime I would call home and my Dad answered the phone, he would say 

in one run-on sentence, “Hi Jenny, here’s your mom, love you,” and quickly 

hand over the receiver. 

Since losing my mom, my Dad’s dementia has increased, and so has 

our communication. Now we talk on the phone all the time – long 

conversations about our actual lives. At first, it was awkward as hell, but 

because I live so far away, I knew that talking on the phone was the only 

way that I could be a part of my Dad’s support network. I think he knew it, 

too, so we forced ourselves to talk on the phone, until one day, it was no 

longer awkward. 

Now we talk about everything: his multiple projects around the 

house; his grandchildren (my niece and three nephews) and their sports, of 

which my Dad is very proud; his dog, Pal, who drives him crazy most of the 

time, but I know that deep down, he really loves him; his social activities at 

the Senior Center, Elk’s Club, and Moose Lodge; bingo games and his 

weekly guys-night-out. We even talk about his love life, which is not 

something I ever imagined talking about with my Dad, who is currently 

dating his third girlfriend in as many years (ha, who’s the optimist now?!). 

Of course, every once in a while, we will slip into a debate over some 

current event, because that’s what we do. But more importantly, we have 
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found a comfortable way of talking about matters of everyday importance – 

how he is doing with his health, medications, driving, bills, cooking, 

cleaning, dog care, and everything else that a person needs to maintain in 

order to live successfully on their own. I’ve talked to my Dad more in the 

last three years than the total of all of the years before his dementia, and 

when I visit my Dad, it’s much the same – we talk, we actually talk! I guess 

it’s a gift that dementia has given us; a deeper relationship. I feel like we 

know each other better, even though we’ve known each other my entire 

life, and for that I am grateful. 

 

 

 

Anonymous Submissions: 

 

1)  My wonderful Mother in Law has vascular dementia and has no short 

term memory.  She comes for dinner every Saturday night and she LOVES 

our dogs, Jane and Lucy (and they love her!)  She enjoys the view in our 

backyard.  The fact that she will not remember she was there once she is 

taken home can make us feel sad and hopeless sometimes.  But we do 

believe that the good feelings and happiness she has petting the dogs, 

looking at Mt. Rose or eating a piece of homemade cake will last and make 

the rest of her evening and the next day happier.  I get so caught up in 

thinking about the next thing I have to do and I tend to lose focus of the 

moment.  Living and enjoying the moment is something Marilyn teaches 

me.   

 

2)  This is my Grandma. She had been showing signs of dementia for just 

over a year, and was officially diagnosed in 2018. She worked at a post 

office for the majority of her career. She is one of the most social and feisty 

people I know and has the most hilarious sense of humor. No one makes 

me laugh like she does. Although she is progressing and some days are 

more challenging than others, she has not lost her sense of humor one bit! 

She really gets a kick out of the Snapchat filters and always asks to take silly 

photos. My Grandma still lives a very social life and is very active in her 
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community. And of course, you can often hear her cracking a joke to a 

group of friends or family. I will be walking and thinking of June on this 

special day. 

 

3) People talk about dementia as a path or outcome that is fearsome 

and terrible. I have a different story. Dementia was the best thing that ever 

happened to the relationship between my mother and I. My experience 

with her journey into dementia gave me a certainty that I had never had 

before, along with memories that I will cherish forever. 

My mother was a fierce, intelligent and frustrated woman, scarred in 

many ways by her own difficult childhood. Her parenting of me and my 3 

brothers reflected her own lack of power as a child and as a mother she was 

enormously controlling of every aspect of our lives, and particularly those 

factors that she believed reflected on her. And let me tell you, she believed 

that EVERYTHING somehow reflected on her. My brothers and I all lived for 

the occasional warm glow that came with her approval while knowing 

implicitly that nearly everything we did would disappoint her. It was a hard 

way to grow up. I never knew that she loved me just for me. 

I moved to the US from Australia in 2002, when I married my husband 

Ron. Mum and I still talked every week on the phone and I didn’t really 

have a strong clue that things were changing for her. My parents scheduled 

a visit for a two week period around Thanksgiving 2003. As the date grew 

close, I became a crazy person. I was so anxious about my mother’s arrival, 

and her inevitable judgment and fault finding that I got eczema from 

cleaning the house obsessively in preparation.  

When they arrived, I realized that things had changed a great deal in 

the space of a year. Her hearing had deteriorated. On the phone, she was 

still fine but in person, following fast-paced conversations had become 

impossible. It was as though someone had taken a pumice stone and 

rubbed off all her hard edges. She had stopped doing the “white glove test” 

on every surface in my home. She could no longer remember my children’s 

names or where they were in the birth order. One of them provided the 

ideal solution. She said “It’s okay Gran, I am Emma but you can just call me 

darling”. She couldn’t quite get her head around the idea that in November 
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in America, it is becoming colder rather than hotter, and that Christmas in 

the US is wintertime and not summer as it is in Australia. There were 

conversations that were repeated time and time again, but my kids were 

old enough to be gentle and patient, and treated each time as if it had 

been the first. 

That visit was the sweetest time and one that I will always remember 

with joy. Mum had somehow just cast off the need for total control. We 

cooked Thanksgiving together, and she allowed herself to be beside me, 

and to help me, without having to boss or criticize me. We laughed and she 

told me stories about her life that I had never heard. I could hear the girl 

she could have been, and while that made me sad for us all, it gave me joy 

to have at least glimpsed it. She was able to experience being with my 

children, her granddaughters, without telling them all the ways in which 

they were not meeting her expectations. They were able to experience her 

as someone who liked them, who could laugh with them and who was 

good for a cuddle. My mother had become sweet, loving and even 

approachable. It was a new experience for them, as it was for me.  

So. Dementia takes but it can also give. I got to experience my 

mother’s love in a way that made it real. It gave me her laughter, and the 

lightness that was within her but had been hidden. It gave me the memory 

of cooking with her, joking and talking as we blended the dried fruits and 

spices that made her great grandmother’s traditional Christmas pudding. It 

gave me the memory of my dad quietly stepping in as deficits became 

obvious, smoothing the way and making her life work. Dementia took away 

her cognitive powers but it gave me her love. I am forever grateful. 

 

4) We were lucky to know our dad, an accomplished social psychology 

professor of more than 30 years, during the time in his life when he found it 

increasingly difficult to remember what day it was, where he was, or how to 

properly put his belt on.  

We were lucky because, in many ways, we got to know him at a time 

when he was also his most vulnerable, and in many ways, most loving self.  
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For us it was our long drives into the Colorado Rocky Mountains 

paired with a favorite artist such as Bob Dylan accompanying us that would 

inspire him to remember moments in his life in amazing detail.  

We were astounded at the clarity of him being able to recall a memory 

down to the very shoes he was wearing. Helping him relive his memories 

was a beautiful experience to share through his dementia. 

 

5) He was 94. Sometimes. We matched outfits on that particular lesson 

hour, and I took the one photo I have of him. Of his smile. That smile, faded 

with time and weary with the weight of a long life. He struggled to recall 

what we had worked on the previous lesson. He confused dances and 

steps, and his hearing was wasn’t as sharp as it once was. I had struggled to 

keep him focused, until the day time went backwards. He had requested we 

dance to “The Girl from Ipanema” by Frank Sinatra. The moment I pressed 

play, forty years melted away. He swayed and sprung to life, swing dancing 

with me without a care in the world. His smile was radiant. And I could have 

sworn he was only fifty. I will never forget the echo of the past that was still 

inside this man who would always feel that music. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Artist 
Carter Norris  
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I have my bachelor’s degree in art history and a 

minor in classical civilization from the University of 

North Carolina at Greensboro. I primarily work in 

alternative process photography & mixed mediums 

including: cyanotypes, van dyke printing, 35mm 

black and white photography, darkroom 

manipulation, photograms, photo montage, and 

textiles. I believe that artwork and art spaces 

should belong to all members of their community. 

My hope is to increase public access to art, as well as utilize art to directly 

benefit the community.   

 
Artist Statement: 

“Photography has an outspoken affinity for unstaged reality. Pictures which 

strike us as intrinsically photographic seem intended to render nature in the 

raw, nature as it exists independently of us.” This quote from Siegfried 

Kracauer’s, Theory in Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality, embodies the 

reason photographs hold such great power. Though they are traditionally 

undervalued in the fine art world, photographs have a voice, an ability to 

spread a message or imply ideas which viewers take as truth. This is one of 

the many reasons I choose to utilize alternative process photography in my 

studio practice. Photography provides a strong support for the meanings 

contained in my mixed medium products.  

 

I primarily work with cyanotypes, which I print onto textiles. I often turn my 

pieces into garments, rather than creating purely decorative work. Textile 

art is not only considered craft, but it is also a female dominated medium. 

In combining such forms of art, I seek to challenge the binary between 

craft, and ‘high’ art. Craft art, too, has the capacity to convey larger truths 

about our world, and its utilitarian roots ultimately make these truths more 

accessible. 
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Dementia Friendly Washoe County for making this exhibition a part of their 

Walk With Me event. 

The Sanford Center for Aging and the Truckee Meadows Parks Foundation 
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Jennifer Carson, Bob Fulkerson, Mary Lee Fulkerson, Susan Stewart, and all 
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*The rights to all portraits and stories used in this exhibition were obtained legally, with consent. 

 


